UPP Arts Methods Project Documentation
This document contains the final version of various portions of the UPP Arts 10th Anniversary
exhibition planning and execution process.
Prepared by Julieanne Fontana, Christina Ho, Bryn Pernot, and Brigitte Santana
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Action Items/Planning
Actual Timeline (Estimated Dates in Parentheses)
September 28 -- See exhibition space on own (September 28)
October 6 -- Tour of pond and storage space; turn in timeline (October 6)
October 13 -- Shark Tank presentation (not on estimated timeline)
October 25 -- Walk through of gallery with Lizzie (October 25)
November 3 -- Narrow down goal of exhibition and research (October 28)
November 10 -- Finalize content and promotion plan including reception (October 31)
November 16 - Initiate promotion (November 4)
November 10 -- First draft of narrative (not on estimated timeline)
November 14 -- Finalize narrative (not on estimated timeline)
November 14 -- Finalize printing options and cost (November 7)
November 15 -- Finalize newsletter / promotion flyer (October 31)
November 18 -- Finalize panel design (not on estimated timeline)
November 18 -- Print materials and create exhibition checklist (November 14)
November 18, 21, 28 -- Exhibition install (November 18-21)
November 28 -- Print and mount labels (not on estimated timeline)
December 1 -- Pick up food (not on estimated timeline)
December 2 -- Reception (December 8)
December 6 -- Final Presentation (not on estimated timeline)
Tasks Accomplished Each Week
Week of September 26: Visit City Hall galleries
Week of October 3: Tour of pond and storage space; draft and turn in timeline
Week of October 10: Shark Tank prep and presentation
Week of October 17: Debrief from Shark Tank and preparation for meeting with Lizzie
Week of October 24: Walkthrough accomplished, schematics drafted, first draft of exhibition
narrative, follow up with Lizzie (installation and send schematics)
Week of October 31: Developed marketing plan and promotional materials
Week of November 14: Finalized exhibit narrative, printing options and cost; printed wall panels;
began publicizing event through UPP social media (Facebook event) and online newsletter
Week of November 21: Completed press release and sent to potentially interested sources,
continued to promote exhibit and event through social media
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Week of November 28: Completed walkthrough of installed exhibition, made adjustments,
hosted reception
Week of December 5: Final presentation and meetings to review plan for final
Budget

Item

Description

Source

Fishing line

For hanging fish
costumes and
framed items; 175
yards

Amazon JNBC

Printing and
mounting large wall
text

Four 2' x 3' panels
= 24 feet total

Allegra
($11 per
square
foot)
JNBC

Printing and
Ten 8.5"' x 11"
In
mounting small wall panels and ten 6" x house/J
text
6" wall labels
NBC
Class A Flame
Retardant

For putting on fish
costumes

For response
Round Sticky Notes wall/evaluation

Funder

$10.00

$265.00

Actual
Cost Notes

$6.00
We were able to get
the price from $13 to
$11/sq. foot + $20.02
(tax). The panels
ended up changing to
3x3, 2x2, 1x2 and two
2x3 after the final
$306.02 designs.
We ended up only
using materials that
were available in the
Center.

JNBC

$20.00

$0.00

Amazon JNBC

$20.00

$20.00

$10.00

We ended up buying
extra materials
(magnets, pencil
holder, and pencils) in
order to make the
$34.00 talkback wall.

Amazon JNBC

For printing smaller
Epson Photo Paper signs and images Amazon UPP Arts

Reception Costs

Expected
Cost

$3.50/person from
UPP Arts
Eastside Market for
($44.19);
fruit, cheese,
Arts,
crackers.
Eastside Culture,
Estimated 30
Marketpl Tourism
people
ace
($47.83)

We ended up only
using materials that
were available in the
Center.

$20.00

$0.00

$105.00

We ended up buying
food (Goldfish,
cookies, drinks) and
paper good (plates,
cups, napkins) from
Stop and Shop in
order to not go over
$92.02 budget.
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TOTAL

$450.00

$458.04

Total Cost to JNBC

$315.00

$366.02

Total Cost to UPP Arts

$85.00

$44.19

Total Cost to Arts, Culture, & Tourism

$50.00

$47.83
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Grant Proposal
Please refer to separate attached final for the final grant proposal.
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Narrative/Labels
Exhibit Narrative: A History of Civic Engagement
The Story Begins
UPP Arts, formerly known as Urban Pond Procession, uses public art, history, and
science to give community members a voice in the environmental issues that impact their
wellbeing. The organization's place-based arts programming has focused on Mashapaug Pond
and its surrounding South Providence community for the past 10 years. In addition, the
organization bears witness to the histories of Mashapaug: the respectful relationship between
Indigenous People and the land and water; a diverse neighborhood displaced in the name of
urban renewal; industries providing economic opportunities but also polluting; and the resulting
environmental impact and cleanup. Through the combination of art, education and activism,
UPP Arts brings to light the stories of Mashapaug Pond and its connected Lower Pawtuxet
River Watershed.
UPP Arts engages artists and communities in public artmaking for the purpose of
celebrating and building stewardship of our shared environment. UPP Arts proves that together
artists, communities, educational institutions, and the government can work to create change.
This exhibition celebrates UPP Arts’ first ten years, with the understanding that its history
informs its future. With the support of government, academic partners, and the UPP community
of artists, concerned citizens, environmental scientists, historians, educators, UPP Arts looks
forward to public artmaking being a catalyst for creating healthy places and communities
throughout Rhode Island.
Environmental Stewardship in the Classroom
Through involvement with UPP Arts, students in Providence and Cranston have
advocated for and made changes in their community. Each year, UPP Arts trains artists to lead
school workshops on one of the Pond’s histories (environmental, industrial, indigenous, urban),
and students integrate these lessons into final projects.
During the past ten years, UPP Arts has worked with 12 schools and afterschool
programs in the Providence and Cranston; more than 30 teaching artists have worked with 800
students to create 21 unique projects.
For example, students created signs to advocate for the pond’s cleanup; a ceramic
timeline mural that delved into the history of the site of their school on land once occupied by
the Gorham Silver Manufacturing Company; a Clean River Quilt inspired by learning how the
fabric industry used (and abused) water; and an interactive playspace designed to redirect
rainwater for a school garden. The moveable work was featured at annual processions while
larger pieces, such as the ceramic mural and the new playspace at Reservoir Avenue
Elementary, are permanent parts of the school landscapes.
This exhibit showcases the ways in which UPP Arts has engaged teachers and students
to think outside the classroom and change their communities based on the lessons of the
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environmental, industrial, indigenous, and urban histories of Mashapaug Pond taught by UPP
Arts.
Public Arts
UPP Arts demonstrates that addressing an issue as complex as the pollution of one
pond cannot be solved by one person, one discipline, or one art medium. Depending on the
needs of the particular project, UPP Arts draws from a range of art practices, a number of
historical research methods, and scientific studies to raise environmental awareness.
Its signature public art project, the Urban Pond Procession, lays at the heart of UPP
Arts. This growing, culminating event takes place every Spring to celebrate and cultivate public
and political interest in the health of the Lower Pawtuxet River Watershed. The Procession route
changes each year, usually weaving through the neighborhoods around Mashapaug Pond and
Roger Williams Park, following the path of water through the watershed. Projects produced by
artists and local youth in the months leading up to the Procession are accompanied by food,
music and environmental health updates.
Other public art projects have contributed to UPP Arts’ goals of empowering the
community and raising environmental awareness. Over the past ten years, UPP Arts’
workshops for children and adults have included both environmental and arts education. Other
initiatives have included artist residencies, film screenings projected onto a floating sculpture
designed for the pond, and an orchard planted to commemorate the numerous West Elmwood
families and fruit trees uprooted by urban renewal in the 1960s.
Partners
UPP Arts partners with:
Organizations and Government Agencies
Elmwood Little League, Environmental Justice League of Rhode Island, Groundwork
Providence, Providence Department of Parks and Recreation, Rhode Island Department of
Health, Tomaquag Museum, Watt Thormikaram
Schools and Educational Programs
Alvarez High School, Bain Middle School, Brown University’s John Nicholas Brown Center for
Public Humanities and Cultural Heritage and the Superfund Research Program, Charles Fortes
Elementary, Community Preparatory School, Cranston 21st Century Learning Center, Gilbert
Stuart Middle School, Gladstone Street Elementary, Nathan Bishop Middle School, Reservoir
Avenue Elementary, Roger Williams Middle School, Small Feat, Sophia Academy, The Green
School, West End Community Center
Artists
Lisa Abbatomarco, Bethany Allard, Rick Benjamin, Kristina Brown, Kate Lacouture, Laura
Brown-Lavoie, Dan Butterworth, Priscilla Carrion, Juliette Casselman, Erik Carlson, Genise
Choy, Deb DeMarco, Phil Edmonds, Tim Ferland, Erik Gould, Richard Goulis, Megan Harris,
Wanda Hopkins, Sean King, Josh Lantzy, Kris Lee, Lisa Melmed, Anna Myers, Andrew Oesch,
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Erminio Pinque, Jennifer Rice, Paul Scharf, Alyssa Holland Short, Anna Snyder, Loren Spears,
Dawn Spears, David Stephens, Denali Tiller, Jamie Topper, Joan Wyand
Arts Groups
Big Nazo Puppets, Community Music Works, DownCity Design, Dynamic New Force Steppers,
Extraordinary Rendition Band, Extraordinary Youth Ensemble, HUDO Dance Academy, New
England Drummers, New Urban Arts, Providence ¡CityArts! for Youth, The Steel Yard, What
Cheer? Brigade
Funders
Artists in Context, City of Providence Department of Art Culture + Tourism, City of Providence
Planning Department, New England Grassroots Environmental Fund, Narragansett Bay
Commission, Partnership for Providence Parks, Rhode Island Council for the Humanities,
Rhode Island Foundation, Rhode Island State Council on the Arts, Rhode Island State
Department of Environmental Management, Tyco White Foundation
Exhibit Labels
Fish Costumes
2007--2010, Providence
Cardboard, paper, paint, glitter, sealer, and webbing
Vessel Hat
2012, Providence
Wire screening, paper mache, plastic container, aluminum foil, silver paper, and string
“Save Our Pond” Sign
2011, Providence
Metal and paint
Procession Signs
2007--2008, Providence
Wooden stick, metal pipe, paper, and paint
Directional Piece
2016, Providence
Wooden sticks and string
Warning Sign
2007, Providence
Poster board, photo paper, and ink

Painting
2015, Providence, Mark Freeman
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Watercolor on paper
Photo of "Full Circle: Art as Reflection"
2016, Providence, Peter Ryan
Ink on paper
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Design
Features:
● Familiar typeface consistent with the ‘brand’ and throughout panels
● Subtle colors connected to the logo and ‘brand’
● Design based on minimalism; Formatted for easy reading
● Fluidity between panels
● Continuity between brand, design and text
○ Logo reiterated twice on each panel- in the top corner with name and large
transparent in the center
● Compositional balance
○ text, color, text weight, text size, and color intensity not all on one side
● Visually encompassing components such as color bars and spacing

Introduction Panel 3 x 3 feet

Partners Panel 2 x 2 feet
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Panels on Public Arts and Environmental Stewardship, both 2 x 3 feet

Inventory list with dimensions and materials sent with mock up:
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Full Publicity Flyer
→ →
(printed and mailed hard copies)

→

simpler square version for instagram,
Facebook, and quick sharing
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Final Press Release and Media Sources Contacted
Public Art Installation at Providence's City Hall Celebrates 10 Years of UPP Arts.
Exhibition co-curated by Graduate Students at the John Nicholas Brown Center for
Public Humanities at Brown University and UPP Arts Executive Director Holly Ewald in
partnership Providence's Department of Arts, Culture + Tourism.
November 22, 2016 -- Providence City Hall has turned into an aquarium with colorful fish
hanging from the balustrades, ceiling, stairs, and walls! What are these fish doing “swimming”
with our city officials? They are here as part of “Artists, Environmentalists, Activists: 10
Years of UPP Arts,” an exhibit that celebrates one nonprofit’s unique approach to
environmental stewardship through place-based arts and community building. The exhibit
reception will be held on December 2, 2016 from 5:00PM to 7:00PM in the 2nd Floor Gallery of
Providence City Hall, 25 Dorrance St in conjunction with the City’s tree lighting ceremony. In
order to bring the energy of UPP Arts into City Hall, the reception will begin outside the main
entrance at 5:00PM with a mini-procession to the main exhibition space. This family-friendly
event is free and open to the public and light refreshments will be provided.
Since 2007, Urban Pond Procession (UPP) Arts has worked to engage artists and communities
in public art-making that celebrates and builds stewardship of our shared environment. Sparked
by artist and Executive Director Holly Ewald’s efforts to produce colorful, more universally
understood signs about the health and safety hazards around Mashapaug Pond in South
Providence, UPP Arts has grown to include artists, scientists, educators and concerned citizens.
Each year, UPP Arts organizes school and public workshops that have educated over 800
students on the site’s current health and history. These workshops integrate science, history
and multidisciplinary art and culminate in the annual Urban Pond Procession, a neighborhoodwide event. Curated by four graduate students at the John Nicholas Brown Center for Public
Humanities and Cultural Heritage at Brown University – Julieanne Fontana, Christina Ho, Bryn
Pernot and Brigitte Santana – “Artists, Environmentalists, Activists” considers the history
and future of this organization. The exhibit will be on display from December 2 through
February 12, 2017 during City Hall’s regular hours, and is the result of collaboration between
the John Nicholas Brown Center for Public Humanities, UPP Arts and Providence’s Department
of Art Culture + Tourism.
Ewald, still the heart and soul of the organization and currently a Community Fellow at the John
Nicholas Brown Center for Public Humanities, hopes that “the exhibit brings attention to the
educational and recreational possibilities of Providence’s and the state’s natural resources, from
our human creativity and layered history to nature’s gifts: our ponds, woods, and open fields.”
“Artists, Environmentalists, Activists” accurately captures the creative, celebratory spirit of
UPP Arts with interdisciplinary student work and artists’ public art pieces displayed alongside
each other. A photograph of “Full Circle: Art as Reflection,” a 16-foot wide semicircular steel
sculpture enhanced with silhouettes of the natural life of the pond, invites visitors up the center
staircase and a mannequin dressed in a fish costume and vessel hat brings the attention to
UPP’s community-based art projects. Bryn Pernot, one of the exhibit curators, discusses the
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John Nicholas Brown Public Humanities students’ inspiration for the exhibit: “After visiting
Mashapaug Pond and a few neighborhood schools, we were inspired by the beauty and trauma
of Mashapaug and by students’ resulting artwork. We wanted to capture the energy and
excitement of this place and make it visible to everyone passing through City Hall, from citizens
to city officials.”
UPP Arts’ mission is to engage artists and communities in public artmaking for the purpose of celebrating and building stewardship of
our shared environment. www.upparts.org
Attached photo credit:
A view of Artists, Environmentalists, Activists: 10 Years of UPP Arts
installed at Providence City Hall. Fish created by Alvarez High
School students under the guidance of Sarah Cappelli.
Photograph Credit: Julieanne Fontana

CONTACT: Julieanne Fontana
Julieanne_Fontana@brown.edu
(551) 427- 9775
Julieanne Fontana submitted to:
- What Grows On Rhode Island (Added event to online calendar)
- RI Future Kiddo Info: (Added to online calendar)
- Providence Journal things to Do: (Added to online calendar)
- Providence Monthly: Julie Tremaine julie@providenceonline.com
- The Providence American: Peter Wells peterwells@theprovidenceamerican.com
- Motif Magazine: getout@motifmagazine.net, John Fuzek johnfuzek@netzero.com and
editor@motifmagazine.net
- Valley Breeze Newspaper: ews@valleybreeze.com and also
to mgreen@valleybreeze.com with photo.
- Easy Bay Newspapers: life@eastbaynewspapers.com, info@eastbaynewspapers.com
and thayes@eastbaynewspapers.com
- Eco RI: frank@ecori.org
- Leah Bamberger, Director of Sustainability for the City of Providence:
Lbamberger@providenceri.com
Marisa Brown, Assistant Director of Programs at the John Nicholas Brown Center for Public
Humanities, sent to:
- Providence Journal (Alan Rosenberg, Michael McDermott)
- RIPR (Elisabeth Harrison)
- Newport Mercury (Janine)
- Go Local Prov
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-

Brown Media (Gillian Kiley and Orya Hyde-Keller)
Freelance Writer Alex Castro
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Reception and Evaluation Photos
A full set of photos can be found here. A selection from the reception event on Friday,
December 2, 2016 are below.
We created an evaluation table, with a fish shaped poster board asking visitors “I can use arts to
change....” They could respond using post it notes and/or write in the accompanying guest book.
This evaluation fish will eventually hang in the City Hall Gallery so that the public can also
respond to this prompt.

Evaluation Table
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Visitor Answering Prompt
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Evaluation fish filled up with responses. Responses included “the world,” “myself and outside
myself,” “my neighborhood.” Responses from the guest book included “fishtastic” and “it’s like
we’re underwater.”
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Exhibition Organizers from the Public Humanities M.A. program before the reception.
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Final Presentation
Copied below are the slides from our final presentation.
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